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Table Lamp

Stone Lamp

Stone Lamp

Product Type
Table Lamp

Production Process
Base is made in porcelain using coloured
clay.The cord ring is made of solid casted
brass. The glass shade is made from
mouth-blown dark glass.

Environment
Indoor

Dimensions (cm / in)
H: 19 cm / 7,5"
Ø: 20 cm / 7,9"

Materials
Ceramic, Coloured Glass, Brass,
Textile Cord w. Dimmer
Opal Glass, Porcelain, Textile
H: 19 cm / 7,5"

Cord w. Dimmer

Colours
Dark and Coloured Glass
White/Light Brown Clay

Voltage (V)

Ø: 20 cm / 7,9"

220V

Light source & Energi effeciency class
E27, MAX 60 Watt, A++, A+, A, B, C, D

Certifications

Stone Lamp adds more than just light to a room, it casts a beautiful soft glow. Danish duo

IP20

Norm Architects set out to reexamine the lamp, with the intention of designing a piece to light
the home like candlelight. The considered use of natural materials – mouth blown smoky

Cord lenght / diameter (cm / in)

glass on a ceramic base – adds to its warmth.

300 cm / 118,1"
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About the Designer
Care Instructions

Norm Architects was founded in 2008 by Jonas Bjerre-Poulsen and Kasper Rønn. Norm works

Use a soft dry cloth to clean. Do not use

within residential architecture, commercial interiors, industrial design, photography, graph-

any cleaners with chemicals or harsh

ics and art direction. The name ‘Norm’ signifies the importance of drawing inspiration from

abrasives. Avoid using water. The brass wil

norms and traditions within the fields of architecture and aesthetics, which have been re-

oxidise from the moment it is exposed to air.

fined throughout the centuries. Norm makes a virtue of focusing on quality, durability and

To maintain the shiny appearance, use a

timelessness. Their objective is to produce design which applies good materials and crafts-

mild polish and a soft cloth.

manship whilst embodying beauty, traditions, history and most importantly, timelessness.

Stone Lamp

Stone / Glass
1850139

White/Light Brown Clay
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